Abstract. We state mean ergodic theorems with rates of approximation for a new class of operator families. Our result provides a unified approach to convergence rates for many particular strongly continuous solution families associated to linear evolution equations such as the abstract Cauchy problem of the first and second order, and integral Volterra equations of convolution type. We discuss in particular applications to α-times integrated cosine families, k-convoluted semigroups and integral resolvents.
Introduction
The semigroup approach to the study of differential equations has motivated versions of the classical ergodic theorems for families of operators such as cosine functions, resolvent families, r-times integrated semigroups, and more generally for r-times integrated solutions families [11] , [12] , [23] , [4] . Our aim is to develop the ergodic theorems with rates of approximation for (a, k) -regularized families, a notion which includes that of r-times integrated solution family as well as k-convoluted semigroups, r-times integrated cosine families and integral resolvents among others for which, to our knowledge, rates of approximation and ergodic limits have not been previously studied.
The results we present in this article are pretty much inspired by the works of S.-Y. Shaw [18] , [19] , [20] , [22] ; in particular the paper [23] and the references therein also by the same author. In [23] Shaw uses the notion of ergodic nets to deduce the strong ergodic and uniform ergodic theorems with rates for r-times integrated solution families associated to the linear Volterra equation of convolution type u(t) = f (t) + A(a * u)(t), t > 0, obtaining convergence rates of ergodic limits and approximate solutions of the equation Ax = y.
We assume that X is a complex Banach space and let A be a closed linear unbounded operator with domain D(A) defined on X. Consider an arbitrary strongly continuous function R : R + → B(X). Suppose that there exist constants M, ω ≥ 0 such that In this paper we study the behavior, as t → ∞, of the following family of bounded and linear operators (3) A t x := 1 (k * a)(t)
a(t − s)R(s)xds; x ∈ X, t > 0.
The family (3) corresponds to the generalized means of the (a, k)-regularized family {R(t)} t≥0 . In the following examples we show that the (a, k) regularized resolvent family {R(t)} t≥0 is well known for particular choices of the pair (a, k).
(Ex.1) Suppose that a(t) = 1 and k(t) = 1. Then {R(t)} t≥0 corresponds to a C 0 semigroup generated by A (see [8] ) and (3) is the Cesàro mean
There is an extensive literature about the asymptotic behavior of (4) and its consequences; see e.g. [3] , [2] and the references therein. (Ex.2) If a(t) = 1 and k(t) = t n n! , n ∈ N 0 . Then {R(t)} t≥0 corresponds to a n-times integrated semigroup (see [10] ) and (3) is the average
Ergodic Theorems for n-times integrated semigroups have been studied in e.g. [21] . (Ex.3) If k(t) = 1 and a is arbitrary, then {R(t)} t≥0 corresponds to a resolvent family (see [16] ) and the Cèsaro type means are (6) A
whose rates of approximation and ergodic theorems are studied in [4] and [12] .
is a type of means whose convergence rates and ergodic limits have been previously considered by Shaw in [20] Theorem 5, and also ergodic properties, in case of α = n , in [19] .
(Ex.5) Suppose that k(t) = t r Γ(r+1) , r > 0 and a is arbitrary. Then {R(t)} t≥0 corresponds to a r-times integrated resolvent family . The means are (8) A
The above cited examples shown us that the choices of the pair (a, k) classifies different families of strongly continuous operators in B(X); this fact can be used not only to unify certain earlier results, but also to strengthen and extend these results and to obtain new results. For instance, consider the following examples.
(Ex.6) Let a(t) = t and k(t) = t α Γ(α+1) . Then R(t) is the α-times integrated cosine family and the means are
The particular case α = 1 was considered before by Cioranescu [5] , in order to characterize the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous sine function. However, ergodic properties were not investigated.
(Ex.7) Let a(t) ≡ 1 and k is arbitrary. Then, R(t) is a k-convoluted semigroup, see [7] , [6] , those ergodic properties, to our knowledge, have not been previously studied. In this case, the averages (3) is given by (10) A The ergodic theorems developed in this article include all the above cited examples with their corresponding means (A t ) t>0 . Furthermore, we give a new formulation of the previous results obtained by Shaw [23] to study the convergence of ergodic limits with rates for r-times integrated solution families; see Remark 3 at the end of section 2 below.
Henceforth we assume the following conditions, which will be called condition (C): Let a(t) be positive and k(t) non decreasing and positive as well, satisfying
(k * a)(t) and then it follows that (1 * a)(t) → ∞ as t → ∞, by (C 1 ). These remarks will be needed in the following sections.
Ergodic Theorems with Rates of Approximation
We first recall the following definition due to S.Y. Shaw from [18] , and which is the main tool in the development of this article. 
) where e and f are such that 0 < e(α) ≤ f (α) and f (α) → 0.
The net (A α ) is called an A-ergodic net and (B α ) is called the companion net.
Remark 2.
The functions e and f act as estimators of the convergence rates of (A α x) and (B α y), which, in practical applications, approximate the ergodic limit and the solution of the equation Ax = y, respectively. Let x ∈ X be given and define (11) B
for all t > 0. We will prove that (A t ) defined by (3) is A-ergodic and that (B t ) is the companion net.
Under the hypothesis that k(t) is continuous, it was shown by C.Lizama [13] (Proposition 3.1) that Definition 1 is equivalent to the following three properties
a(t − s)AR(s)xds
for all x ∈ D(A) and t ≥ 0.
In the sequel, we will always assume that k(t) is continuous.
Let P and B 1 be the operators defined by
on their maximal domains respectively. The family {A t } is said to be strongly (resp. uniformly) ergodic if
The rates of convergence of ergodic limits are characterized by means of the K-functional and the relative completion, which we recall as follows.
Let X be a Banach space with norm || · || X and Y a submanifold with seminorm || · || Y . The K-functional is defined by 
Our first main result in this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. (Strong Ergodic Theorem with rates) Let A be the generator of an (a, k) -regularized family {R(t)} t≥0 such that

||R(t)|| ≤ M k(t) for all t ≥ 0.
Suppose that (A t ) t>0 and (B t ) t>0 are defined by (3) and (11) respectively. Then under condition (C) the following are verified.
(i) The mapping P x := lim t→∞ A t x is a bounded linear projection with Ran(P ) = Ker(A), Ker(P ) = Ran(A), and 
(iii)Ran(A) is not closed if and only if for every (some)
Proof. We will prove that the net (A t ) t>0 is A-ergodic and (B t ) t>0 is the companion net, with
and a(t), k(t) are nonnegative functions, we obtain
for all x ∈ X and t > 0.
(E2) For x ∈ X and t ≥ 0, define
by (R2) we obtain for all x ∈ D(A) that S(t)x ∈ D(A) and AS(t)x = S(t)Ax. Then, B t x ∈ D(A) and AB t x = B t Ax for all x ∈ D(A) and all t ≥ 0. Since Ran(S(t)) ⊂ D(A) (see [13], Lemma 2.2) and A is closed we get B t x ∈ D(A)
for all x ∈ X, that is Ran(B t ) ⊂ D(A) and B t A ⊆ AB t for all t ≥ 0. On the other hand,
(E3)For all t ≥ 0, define the family of operators S(t) as in (E2) above.
Then using (C1) we obtain
where, in view of (C 3 ),
(E5) Let y ∈ X be such that
and define f (t) = e(t) β . Since
(k * a)(t) ) 1−β ≤ 1 for large t and 0 < β ≤ 1. Thus 0 < e(t) ≤ f (t) as t → ∞, and
for all t > 0. Note that t → (a * k)(t) and t → k(t) are non decreasing, hence for 0 < β ≤ 1 we have
β ≤ 1 whenever 0 < s < t. In view of (C2) we get that the last equation is bounded by e(t) β−1 M (y). Hence ||B t y|| = O(e(t) β−1 ).
Finally, applying the abstract Strong Ergodic Theorem from [18] and Theorems 1 and 2 from [22] concerned with optimal convergence and nonoptimal convergence rates of ergodic limits, we obtain the assertions of the Theorem.
A Banach space X is called a Grothendieck space if every weakly* convergent sequence in X * is weakly convergent and is to said to have the Dunford Pettis property if every weakly compact operator from X to any Banach space maps weakly compact sets into norm compact sets. The spaces L ∞ , H ∞ , and B(S, Σ) are particular examples of Grothendieck spaces with the Dunford-Pettis property.
Let A be an operator on X, and let Y be a closed subspace of X. 
Moreover, the convergence of the limits has order O( k(t) (a * k)(t) ). b) Assume condition (C) and if D(A) is a Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property, and D(A)
⊂ D(P ), then ||A t | D(A) − P | D(A) || = O( k(t) (a * k)(t) ).
. In fact, Let x ∈ D(A) , then by (R2) we have that A t x ∈ D(A) for all t > 0. Moreover, by (R3),
AA t x = 1 (a * k)(t) R(t)x − k(t) (a * k)(t) x ∈ D(A),
thus A t x ∈ D(A D(A) ). On the other hand, note that for x ∈ D(A),
|| R(t) k(t) x − x|| ≤ 1 k(t) t 0
a(t − s)||R(s)Ax||ds
≤ M t 0 a(t − s) k(s) k(t) ds||Ax|| ≤ M t 0 a(s)ds||Ax||, since k(s)/k(t) ≤ 1
whenever s ≤ t. Thus for all x ∈ D(A), R(t) k(t)
x → x as t → 0 + . Hence, given > 0 there is t 0 > 0 such that
whenever t < t 0 . Proof. Let λ 0 ∈ C + be a pole of a(λ) of order n; then there is an ε > 0 such that V := {z ∈ C : 0 < |z| < ε} ⊂ ρ(A). For all λ near to λ 0 , we have
Proposition 1. Suppose that A is the generator of an (a, k) -regularized family {R(t)} t≥0 where a(t) and k(t) are Laplace transformable and a(λ)
Hence, for all z ∈ V :
Thus, zero is at most a pole of order 1 of (z − A) −1 . Now the claim follows from [24] Chap. VIII.8 and Theorem 2.
Remark 3. We point out that we can take control of the approximation rates in Theorem 2 above by taking m-times the convolution product of a(t) with itself. Towards this end let m ∈ N be given and define:
If we replace in equation (3) the function a(t) by a m (t) then, whenever R(t)
is an (a, k) -regularized family we obtain the means
In particular, for k(t) = It is not difficult to see that A is the generator of a once integrated semigroup {S(t)} t≥0 with ||S(t)|| ≤ M t for all t ≥ 0. Let a(t) be real and positive. Also suppose that a(t) is a completely positive kernel (see [16] for definitions ). Then, by [13] Theorem 3.7, A is the generator of a (a, k)-regularized family {R(t)} t≥0 where
It is not difficult to see that if {R(t)} t≥0 is a (a, k)-regularized family such that ||R(t)|| ≤ M k(t), t
k(t) = (1 * a)(t).
Clearly, k(t) is positive and non decreasing. Hence, assuming that
we have by (a) of Theorem 2,
Abelian Ergodic Theorems with Rates of Approximation
Assume that a(t) and k(t) are of subexponential growth, i.e.
∞ 0 e − t a(t)dt < ∞ for all > 0, thenâ(λ), the Laplace transform of a(t) (resp. k(t)) exists for all λ > 0. In the sequel, we suppose thatâ(λ) = 0 andk(λ) = 0 for all λ > 0. Assume 1 a(λ) ∈ ρ(A) for all Reλ > 0 and define the nets
Note that under condition (C 1 ), we have lim λ→0 + 1 a(λ) = 0, since lim λ→0â (λ) = lim t→∞ (1 * a)(t) = ∞ by Remark 1. Thus 0 ∈ ρ(A). Also by the positivity of k(t),k(0) = 0 and hence sup 0<λ≤1
Then, under (C 1 ), the net (A λ ) λ>0 is A-ergodic and (B λ ) λ>0 is the companion net, with
and
for all λ > 0.
Proof. To show (E1) note that ||R(t)|| ≤ M k(t), then ||R(λ)|| ≤ Mk(λ) for
Since A commutes with B λ and A λ respectively it follows that B λ A ⊆ I − A λ for λ > 0, and (E2) follows. To prove (E3), note that by Definition 1
Then ||AA λ || ≤ (M + 1) To show (E4), note that
Hence B * λ x * = −â(λ)x * for x * ∈ Ran(A) ⊥ and since lim λ→0 +â(λ) = ∞, the proof of (E4) follows.
To show (E5), assume that
Applying Proposition 2 together with Theorems 1 and 2 of [22] and 2.3 of [23] , we obtain 
(ii) For each y ∈ D(B 1 ) and 0 < β ≤ 1, we have
(iii)Ran(A) is not closed if and only if for every (some) 0 < β < 1 there exists an element y β ∈ Ran(A) such that 
Moreover, the convergence of the limits has order O([â(λ)] −1 ). b) If D(A) is a Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property, and if
D(A) ⊂ D(P ), then ||A λ | D(A) − P | D(A) || = O([â(λ)] −1 ).
Application to r-times integrated solution families
A family {R(t)} t≥0 in B(X) is called a r-times integrated resolvent family if {R(t)} t≥0 satisfies definition 1 with k(t) = t r Γ(r+1) ( See [1] and [17] for the case r = n ∈ N and [23] for the general case ).
The r-times integrated solutions families allows one to find and study the behaviour of the solution for the following integral equation:
where f ∈ L 1 (R + ; X). Ergodic properties of r-times integrated resolvent families have been discussed in the paper [23] . In this section, we recover Shaw's results in terms of the following means of Cesàro type (see Remark 3) .
Observe that condition (C) now takes the form for all x ∈ D(P ) = Ker(A) ⊕ Ran(A), and Recall that a p-times integrated semigroup (p ∈ N 0 ) is called tempered if
for some c ≥ 0.
A direct application of the above results is the following.
Proposition 3. Let {R(t)} t≥0 be a r -times integrated tempered semigroup with generator A, then for fixed m ∈ N we have that the limit
exists for all x ∈ Ker(A) ⊕ Ran(A) and is a bounded linear projection with
for all x ∈ Ker(A) ⊕ Ran(A).
Application to k-convoluted semigroups
The notion of K(t)-convoluted semigroups and local convoluted semigroups was introduced in 1995 by I. Cioranescu [6] and I. Cioranescu and G. Lumer [7] . The concept seems easier to handle than those of distribution and ultradistribution semigroups to which they turn out to be equivalent. By making use of our results, we are able in this section to develop the corresponding ergodic theory.
In our terminology, a k(t) convoluted semigroup corresponds to a (k, 1)-regularized family {R(t)} t≥0 .
Our main results in this section can be stated as follows. Regarding the abelian ergodic theorems for k-convoluted semigroups; we notice that there is no dependence on the function k(t) for the ergodic nets 
Application to Integral Resolvents
We consider the integral equation A solution of (14) is called integral resolvent for the Volterra equation where f ∈ C(R + ; X); see [16] and the references therein. Suppose R(t) is an integral resolvent for (15) , then Integral resolvents have been studied extensively in the finite-dimensional case, where it is usually called the resolvent for (15); see e.g the monograph by G. Gripenberg, S.O. Londen and O.J. Staffans [9] . For equations with unbounded operators in infinite dimensions the theory has been developed by many authors; see e.g. [16] Theorem 1.4 and section 10.6, and also the recent works [14] and [15] . Note that, in our terminology, an integral resolvent corresponds to an (a, a)−regularized family.
Following the same arguments as in the sections above, we can state ergodic theorems with rates for integral resolvents. The ergodic net is given by (17) A t x := 1 (a * a)(t) Also, the estimator of the convergence rate of A t is e(t) = a(t) (a * a) (t) .
